TreeDiapers are available in a wide range of sizes for
different applications

What in the world is a TreeDiaper™?

TreeDiaper can be installed dry or wet depending
on the season

TreeDiaper is a revolutionary new way to care for plants and trees.

Dry Installations (during rainy season)

TreeDiaper™ is a patented self-maintaining plant hydration system
that absorbs over 200 times its weight in water for slow release
into the soil below.

1. Lay the TreeDiaper or Garden Mat black side up over
the soil around plants.

TreeDiaper is the first and only product to combine the functions of
slow release irrigation, automatic recharging with natural
precipitation and weed control into one low-cost package.

3. TreeDiaper will automatically absorb rain and
irrigation water.

The super slow release rate maintains soil moisture levels to
stretch out your water supply. Moist soil absorbs and retains water
better; water just runs through over-dry soil.
The large watering area provides enough moisture for trees and
shrubs to survive dry spells, and more importantly, encourages
root growth for healthier plants.
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2. Cover with a layer of mulch (optional).

Potted Plants

New Trees

Garden Beds

Wet Installation (recommend for best results)

The TreeDiaper Advantage
No filling needed - automatically recharges with rain and irrigation water
through the permeable top layer
The super absorbent polymer (SAP) filling slowly releases water
All season use, protects and hydrates even during winter months
Durable woven polyethylene shell will last for several seasons
Slow-release irrigation reduces water consumption and loss to
evaporation
Provides weed control and prevents soil erosion
Great for maintaining plants during drought and dry summer months
Ideal for remote locations that are difficult to water
A perfect companion to rain barrels and rain harvesting systems – make
the most of collected rain water
An easy alternative to a drip irrigation system
Proven results, in side-by-side field tests, plants with TreeDiaper grow
faster and larger than without.
A unique and thoughtful gift for anyone with a green thumb
Made in USA

1. Soak TreeDiaper in a bucket or wheel barrow for several
hours or overnight if possible.
2. Place the TreeDiaper with the black side up around plants
and trees.
3. Cover with mulch if desired.
4. Every time it rains TreeDiaper will automatically recharge.
ALWAYS INSTALL WITH THE BLACK SIDE FACING UP!
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TreeDiaper is a tradmark of Zynnovations LLC
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TreeDiaper™ for Potted plants

TreeDiaper™ for Trees

TreeDiaper™ Garden Mats

•Great for frequent travelers and busy professionals
•Eliminates waters stains on the floor
•Reduce the frequency for routine watering

•Ideal for use in remote locations where watering is not convenient
•Better looking than watering bags
•Don’t watch your investment in trees dry and wither due to summer
drought and neglect!

•For garden beds, raised beds and container gardening
•Additional rows can be planted in between mats if desired
•It’s easy to maintain a healthy weed free garden!

GardenMat24-1 (sold in pairs)
24”x 24” square with a single opening
in the center. For beds 22”. Two pair of
GM24 -1’s can be used for square beds
between 40”- 52”.

TreeDiapers keyhole design makes it easy to install around existing
plants and can be concealed with mulch
Available sizes: (sold in twin packs)

Available sizes:

TD10” For 8-10” pots
TD12” For 10-12” pots
TD16” For 14-16” pots
TD18” For 16-18” pots
TD20” For 18-20” pots

TD24” For trees up to 1.5” caliper
one piece design with
keyhole opening

For more information please contact:
Edwin Beck
Earthmark, LLC
P.O. Box 1233, Delaware, OH 43015
Tel. 614.282.0686
info@earthmark.co www.earthmark.co

SAVE WATER

SAVE PLANTS

Install TreeDiaper around new trees to establish healthy root growth and
defend against over-dry conditions. Unlike watering bags, the low profile
can be covered with mulch for an invisible installation.

SAVE LABOR

GardenMat24-4 (sold in pairs)
24”x 24” square. Each mat has 4 openings
for plants spaced 12” apart. Two pair of
GM24 - 4’s can be used for square beds
between 40” - 52”.
GardenMat40 for 36” to 44” beds
Mat is 40”x 22” with 3 openings for plants
spaced 12” apart. A single mat can be
used for 18 - 24” wide beds. The unique
weed block edge allows 2 rows of mats to
adjust for 36” to 44” wide beds with a
continuous weed barrier between rows.
Custom size for EarthMark Raised Garden beds

TD36” For trees up to 3” caliper
two part design

GardenMat48 for 4’ or 8’ long beds
Mat is 48”x 22” with 4 openings for plants
spaced 12” apart. The unique weed block
edge allows 2 rows of mats to adjust for
36” to 44” wide beds with a continuous
weed barrier between rows.

4TD48” For trees up to 5” caliper
four part design for
easy handling

GardenMat9 for 6’ to 12’ beds
Mat is 72”x 18” with 6 openings for
plants spaced 12” apart. 2 rows of mats
can be placed side-to-side for 36” to 48”
wide beds.
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